Ours Massages :
In the heart of the bamboo grove, with birdsong all around,
our “Ti kai” cabin will amaze you. Alone or as a couple,
this area is dedicated to massage and will transport
you far away from life’s daily storms.
The cabin’s zen mood, with exotic wood,
amber scent and draped organza, will revitalise you. Time stands still.
Our massage therapists and beauticians can refine your choice with you at
the start of any treatment, made to measure according to your desires.

DUO Massage (60mn)
160 €
Share a moment of well-being as a couple. Complete 50 minute body
massage; face and scalp massage with the oil of your choice. Prolong the
relaxation together with a cup of herbal tea.

Exotic Journey

(45mn)
65 €
Lomi-lomi massage is characterised by the large sweeping movements
of the masseur’s forearm across the surface of the back. Your skin discovers the
softness of precious mango oil through this exotic journey. The oil has an
attractive, captivating and original scent.

Journey of abundance in Provence (60mn) 79 €
A complete, relaxing body massage, giving suppleness and softness back
to your skin. With the scent of honey and calisson (regional sweet delicacy), this
journey inspires Provençal plenitude.

Tahitian hot shells

(60mn)
89 €
Polynesian hot shell massage brings relief from muscular pain and
favours blood and lymphatic circulation. Immediate boarding for Tahiti with
aromas of vanilla and coconut.

Thai foot reflexology

(45mn)
65 €
This practice uses shea butter with its incomparable nutritive and antioxidant qualities. Touching specific zones on the feet that correspond to
different organs in the body, allows location and dissipation of tension, to reset
the body’s balance.

Scandinavian retreat

(60mn)
85 €
Swedish massage using kneading, percussion and vibrational energy,
favours elimination of toxins allowing relief from tension and muscular firming.

Round Tummy Massage

(60mn)
79 €
Massage for pregnant women, from the fourth month of pregnancy.
Carried out with great gentleness. Brings relief from habitual pregnancy niggles
such as lower back strain, joint pain and circulation problems.

Oriental Voyage of the Berbers (1h30)

140 €

Exfoliation with unrefined sugar. This complete, dynamic, north African
Berber massage, with its tonifying palpations, gives physical recuperation.
Pressure exerted on muscles has a purifying detox effect, eliminating muscular
fatigue and improving blood circulation. An enveloping of shea butter and
melting, amber scented sandalwood.

Taking into account the law of 30th April 1946 and decree 60 669 of 4th July 1960, from article
489L and the order of 8th October 1996, these are by no means medical or physiotherapeutic
massages, but techniques for well-being, physical relaxation and anti-stress.

Facial Treatments
Magnétic Express + Mask (50mn)

80 €

For all skin types.
An original treatment developed around the technology of “magnetic
exfoliation”. A treatment for all ages which won an award for “beauty
innovation”

Polynesian springs and lagoons

(60mn)

90 €

For all types of dry skin.
An enchanting voyage to the heart of the beautiful Polynesian islands, to reveal
your original beauty. A perfect alliance of efficacy and the sensorial, this
treatment combines textures bursting with active ingredients and shimmering
colours, with high performance active ingredients to flood your skin with wellbeing and procure a sensation of absolute hydration.

Vendôme life

(75mn)

115€

For mature skin
An integral treatment for vitality and youth, inspired by French beauty
treatments, both luxurious and voluptuous. An intense deep treatment which
awakens your skin’s splendour. Exquisite and elegant textures, a unique
fragrance, signature of gracefulness, delicate enchanting colours and
exceptional active ingredients such as caviar, to please your skin.

Lavand’Ange Organic ritual (60mn)

85€
This relaxing treatment offers all the benefits of 100% natural and
organic lavender. It brings suppleness and balance to the sensitive skin of your
face. Comfort, well-being and serenity for your skin.

